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Frank Henry Loesser (/ Ëˆ l É› s É™r /; June 29, 1910 â€“ July 28, 1969) was an American songwriter who
wrote the lyrics and music to the Broadway musicals Guys and Dolls and How To Succeed In Business
Without Really Trying, among others.
Frank Loesser - Wikipedia
An airport is an aerodrome with extended facilities, mostly for commercial air transport. Airports often have
facilities to store and maintain aircraft, and a control tower.
Airport - Wikipedia
Celebrities Commonly Mistaken as Being Jewish who are NOT JEWISH. Dan Ackroyd (French/British
descent from Canada) Alan Alda (Italian-American star of MASH born Alfonso Joseph D'Abruzzo)
Who's Who and Who's jew - The Official Fathers' Manifesto
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The Wuhan Gang & The Chungking Gang, i.e., the offsprings of the American missionaries, diplomats,
military officers, 'revolutionaries' & Red Saboteurs and the "Old China Hands" of the 1920s and the
herald-runners of the Dixie Mission of the 1940s.
Manchu Qing Dynasty -- Political, Social, Cultural
There are around 3000 human-made satellites in working order around the Earth, however if the debris of old
and damaged satellites are taken into account the number increases dramatically.
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